
Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-04-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_24616 End _24647 Total  31_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1230__ End Time: __1730______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1230 checked on duty for the MUD 

1249 checked the area of Broadway Path 

1315 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

1343 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

1415 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1447 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

1522 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1544 checked the area of Kingsley Ave 

1616 checked the new construction on Post Loop 

1646 checked the area of Whitetail Dr 

1721 checked the lift station on E. New Hope 

1730 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-10-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_25095 End _25122 Total  27_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0000__ End Time: __0500______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0000 checked on duty for the MUD 

0011 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

0045 checked the new construction on Post Loop 

0118 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0145 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0215 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0247 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0320 checked the pond area off Mayfield Ranch Blvd 

0415 checked the area on Hood Park Dr 

0450 checked the new construction on Arques Ave 

0500 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-11-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_25210 End _25240 Total  30_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1600__ End Time: __2100______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1600 checked on duty for the MUD 

1616 checked the area of Skyview Way 

1643 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

1723 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

1746 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

1816 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

1845 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

1922 checked the area of Broadway Path 

1956 checked the new construction on Post Loop 

2016 checked the area of Lombard St 

2046 checked the area of Hermann St. Located a downed tree branch partially blocking the 

roadway.  I was physically unable to move the branch from the roadway. 

2100 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-14-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_25240 End _25270 Total  30_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___1330__ End Time: __1830______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

1330 checked on duty for the MUD 

 

Poor weather conditions in the MUD area due to ice event.  I toured the MUD area to check for 

and assist distressed drivers and damage related to the extreme conditions.  One vehicle was 

located unable to move due to icy roadway conditions.  Driver contacted a family member to 

take them back to their residence.  Car was left off the travel area of the roadway. 

 

1830 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-23-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_25691 End _25727 Total  36_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0630__ End Time: __1130______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0630 checked on duty for the MUD 

0637 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0719 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0744 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0817 checked the area of Skyview Way 

0849 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0916 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0946 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

1012 checked the area of Haight St 

1044 checked the area of Sir Noah Tucker Dr 

1120 checked the area of Hannover Way 

1130 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-26-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_26084 End _26123 Total  39_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___2245__ End Time: __0345______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

2245 checked on duty for the MUD 

2304 checked the area of Arques Ave 

2344 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0016 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0051 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

0117 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

0147 checked the area of Hannover Way 

0214 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0253 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

0313 checked the area of Sansome Ln 

0330 checked the lift station on E. New Hope Dr 

0345 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-27-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_26123 End _26152 Total  29_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___2015__ End Time: __0115______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

2015 checked on duty for the MUD 

2029 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

2055 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

2133 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

2207 checked the area of Broadway Path 

2229 checked the area of Arques Ave 

2301 checked the area of Winnie Pl 

2333 checked the area of Post Loop 

0000 checked the area of Hannover Way 

0031 checked the area of Kyler Glen Rd 

0050 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0115 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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Highlands at Mayfield Ranch MUD 

Security 
 

 

Date Work Performed:__02-28-2021              

 

Officer Performing Security:  M. Huntley    Unit #:  1340    _ 

 

Vehicle mileage: Beg_26152 End _26179 Total  25_  Door # SB1967_ 

 

Start Time: ___0115__ End Time: __0615______     Total Hours: _5.0_       

 

Activity and work performed during security: 

 

0115 checked on duty for the MUD 

0144 checked the area of Cole Valley Ln 

0213 checked the area of Arques Ave 

0249 checked the area of Hannover Way 

0315 checked the area of Ashbury Rd 

0344 checked the area of Bainbridge Cv 

0417 checked the area of Flowstone Ln 

0444 checked the area of Post Loop 

0514 checked the area of Stanyan Dr 

0545 checked the area of Whitetail Dr 

0615 end of shift MDH5432  

 

Each night every officer shall patrol and physically check the district’s property to include all 

parks, Community center, and any other buildings operated by the MUD.  During the walk-

through, the deputy will monitor the facilities located in the parks for vandalism.  You will 

document on this form the times you check the property and any incidents or other activities to 

include calls you assist patrol on.  Do not list suspect or victim’s names on this form.  Our goal is 

high visibility to deter crime before it happens and to quickly respond when it does.  

**Be sure and check 10-41 on extra job in Highlands at Mayfield Ranch on Call 1 and monitor 

Call 1 for any calls in the M.U.D. district. ** 

This form must be returned to Sgt. M. Huntley the morning of the last day of the month.   

All issues with this job are to be directed to Sgt. M. Huntley at 512-656-3108. 

If you cannot work your shift you will locate an officer currently on the approved schedule for 

Highlands at Mayfield Ranch to cover your shift and notify Sgt. M. Huntley ASAP of the 

change. 

You must work the hours assigned.  Failure to show for the shift or work the scheduled hours 

will result in your removal from working this extra job.  

  

____M. Huntley ___________________________# ___5432_____ 

Officer’s Signature and Unit Number 
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